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The months of November and December kept us on our 
toes with many major events across Kerala under our 
environment education programme. The much awaited 
State level launch of One Planet Academy was held at 
the Museum Auditorium, Thiruvananthapuram on 3rd 
November which was attended by 62 students from 12 
schools of the City. Sri. Anvar Sadath, Director, IT@School, 
Govt. of Kerala was the Chief Guest of the event. We were 
invited to organize a two days’ Workshop on Environment 
Education at Velimanam St. Sebastian’s HSS, Kannur. A 
cleanup drive was also organized on the second day at 
the school. We were also invited to deliver talks in the 
GIS Day Workshop organized by C-GIT, Thrissur at Govt. 
Engineering College, Thrissur and at the National Seminar 
on Biodiversity Conservation organized by the Department 
of Zoology, University College, Thiruvananthapuram. A 
Nature Orientation Camp was arranged at Silent Valley 
National Park from 17th to 19th of November in which ten 
nature enthusiasts participated accompanied by a WWF 
volunteer and the Senior Education Officer. Tree Walk is 
an initiative launched in Thiruvananthapuram few years 
back under the leadership of three environmentalists Ms. 
Anitha, Ms. Veena and Ms. Shanthi in the background 
of unchecked felling of avenue trees in the name of road 
widening and development under the TCRIP project. 
Tree Walk became popular among the nature lovers in 
the Capital City and they started conducting Tree Walk 
regularly every month or fortnightly. This helped the 
interested public to know more about the avenue trees in 
the City and also helped the environmentally concerned 
citizens    to regularly monitor the avenue trees and 
ensure that they are not unnecessarily felled. As part of 
our Volunteer Engagement Programme, we envisaged to 
launch Tree Walk in Thrissur as Thrissur also has many 
avenue trees in and around Swaraj Round and alongside 
the other major stretches of road. With our very good 
volunteer network in Thrissur district developed over 
the years with the lead being taken by Mr. Jain Therattil, 
Assistant Professor at St. Aloysius College, Tree Walk was 
launched in a function organized at St. Thomas College 
under the initiative    of Dr. Joby Paulose, Dept. of Botany. 
We concluded the Humane Education Programme of 
Animal Welfare Board of India organized by CPREEC, 
Chennai, Sarva Shiksa Abhiyan and WWF in Kerala by 
organizing the Animal Welfare Mela at the Museum & 
Zoo Auditorium, Thrissur. Around 160 students and their 
Teachers from 32 schools participated in the day’s event. 
We received yet another feather in our cap on the bird 
monitoring initiatives with WWF-India Kerala State Office 
being invited by the Comptroller of Kerala Raj Bhavan 
to help them in the documentation of the birds of their 
campus. We were also recognised when ANERT invited 
just 4 NGOs from Thiruvananthapuram to partner with 
them in organizing events as part of their Akshaya Urja 
Programme and also we have received intimation from 
the Government that WWF-India is included as one of the 

two NGO representatives in the Executive Committee of 
CAMPA under the Kerala Forests & Wildlife Department. 
It was really unfortunate that we hit upon a major hurdle 
in implementing the project that we had submitted 
under Paaristhithikam – State Environment Awareness 
Campaign. Neither the Thiruvananthapuram Airport 
Authority nor the Thiruvananthapuram Corporation is 
coming to a consensus with us on addressing the issue of 
unchecked municipal solid waste dumping in and around 
the Thiruvananthapuram International Airport and 
subsequent increased incidence of bird hits on aircrafts. 
In this background, we are left with no other option but 
to change the proposal and a revised proposal to address   
the unchecked dumping of waste, mainly plastic bottles, 
in Punchakkari wetland area – a prime birding habit of 
both resident and migratory birds in the periphery of 
Thiruvananthapuram City, have been submitted. In the 
Resource Persons Training Programme under Urja Kiran, 
Mr. Murukan Pareparambil, Mr. Harish Kumar and Ms. 
Shameena attended the training representing WWF. 
Energy Conservation Rallies were conducted with college 
students in three legislative constituencies at Shoranur, 
Pattambi and Thrithala by WWF-India, Kerala State Office 
in the month of December. We have been organizing the 
Thiruvananthapuram Bird Race since the past many 
years and since the support from HSBC has stopped in 
the recent past, this year we organized the event on 9th 
December with the support of Social Forestry Division of 
Kerala Forests and Wildlife Department. The observations 
from the seven sites including Kallar - Ponmudi 
Forests, Arippa Forests, Bonaccord Estate, Akkulam – 
Veli Estuarine Complex, Aruvikkara - Nedumangad, 
Punchakkari wetlands and the major bird habitats within 
the City including Kesavadasapuram paddy fields and 
Museum & Zoo Compound came up with the sighting and 
listing of 147 species of birds. On the policy and advocacy 
front, we attended the meeting called forth by National 
Fishermen Federation and Kerala Swathanthra Matsya 
Thozhilali Federation on 16th December at Fourth Estate 
Hall, Trivandrum Press Club on Cyclone Okhi and the Way 
Forward and took active participation in the discussions 
and deliberations. On request by the Chairman Mr. 
S.C.Joshi IFS, we have also given our suggestion on the 
way forward as the Kerala State Biodiversity Board is 
in the process of plugging the data gaps in the People’s 
Biodiversity Registers and how this can be achieved 
within a short time frame with a totally participatory 
approach of involving local people and local NGOs acting 
as facilitator. We have also taken a proactive stand against 
the proposed IMA Biomedical Waste Treatment Plant 
at Elavupalam near Palode falling within the Western 
Ghats. We visited the site, held discussions with local 
representatives and also attended the Public Hearing and 
tabled our submission against the proposed project.

Renjan Mathew Varghese, State Director
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Frogs with missing eyes, extra limbs alarm Scientists

The Western Ghats have been witnessing an unusual 
number of frogs with deformities. Scientists and public 
health experts are alarmed by the phenomenon, which they 
suspect to be symptomatic of underlying toxicity in the 
environment and the food chain. “Missing eyes, deformed 
hind legs, missing limbs, extra limbs, partial limbs, limbs 
that are bent or bony, and abnormally thin or weak limbs 
are some of the reported frog abnormalities in the Western 
Ghats,” said Dr. S. Muralidharan from the Division of 
Ecotoxicology at Salim Ali Centre for Ornithology & 
Natural History. Since frogs are very sensitive to changes 

Mammals gave up night life only after dinosaur doom

The earliest mammals were night creatures, which only 
emerged from the cover of darkness after the demise of 
the daytime-dominating dinosaurs, says new research. 
This would explain why relatively few mammals follow 
a daytime-active or ‘diurnal’ lifestyle today, and why most 
that do still have eyes and ears are more suitable for living 
by night. “Most mammals today are nocturnal and possess 
adaptations to survive in dark environments” study co-
author Roi Maor of the Tel Aviv University said. “Monkeys 
and apes (including humans) are the only diurnal mammals 
that have evolved eyes that are similar to the other diurnal 
animals like birds or reptiles. Other diurnal mammals have 
not developed such profound adaptations,” he said (The 
Hindu, 7 November 2017)

Bali’s beaches disappearing under mounds of garbage

Bali’s palm-fringed Kuta beach has long been a favorite 
with tourists seeking sun and surf, but nowadays its golden 
shoreline is disappearing under a mountain of garbage. 
Plastic straws and food packaging are strewn between 
sunbathers, while surfers bobbing behind the waves dodge 
waste flushed out from rivers or brought in by swirling 
currents. “When I want to swim, it is not really nice. I 
see a lot of garbage here every day, every time,” Austrian 
Traveler Vanessa Moonshine explains. “It’s always coming 
from the ocean. It’s really horrible” she adds. Often dubbed 
a paradise on Earth, the Indonesian holiday island has 
become an embarrassing poster child for the country’s 
trash problem. The archipelago of more than 17,000 
islands is the world’s second biggest contributor to marine 
debris after China, and a colossal 1.29 million metric tons 
is estimated to be produced annually by Indonesia (The 
Hindu, 29 December 2017).

IMPORTANT NEWS ON  
NATURE AND ENVIRONMENT

GLOBAL

Carnivorous plants use CO2 to lure prey, says study

Carnivorous plants have been known to employ a variety 
of techniques like nectar, smell, color and ultraviolet 
florescence to lure and capture prey. But now, Scientists 
at the Jawaharlal Nehru Tropical Botanic Garden and 
Research Institute have come up with evidence that some 
carnivorous plants use carbon dioxide (CO2) to attract 
insects and ants to their prey traps. A study conducted by 
the division of Phytochemistry and Pharmacology at the 
Institute has found that the Indian Pitcher Plant (Nepenthes 
khasiana) uses the gas, both to attract prey and to aid the 
digestive process. The research team led by Sabulal Baby 
demonstrated that the unopened pitchers of the plant are 
carbon dioxide-enriched, with a gas concentration of 2,500 
to 5,000 ppm (parts per million), approximately 10 times 
that in the Earth’s atmosphere (The Hindu, 2 November 
2017).

Cyclone Ockhi leaves its impact on marine landscape too

Cyclone Ockhi has left a trail of destruction not only on land, 
but in the near-shore areas of the seabed and long stretches 
of the shoreline along the coast of Thiruvananthapuram. 

in their habitats, studying them would yield clues to the 
state of the environment, says Dr. Karthikeyan Vasudevan 
of the Centre for Cellular and Molecular Biology (CCMB), 
Hyderabad. “A few decades ago, the population of the Bald 
Eagle came down in the United States due to use of the 
DDT pesticide. We cannot commit a similar mistake. More 
studies are needed to fully understand the issue,” he said 
(The Hindu, 11 November 2017).

Delhi’s pollution levels rise again

Pollution levels in the National Capital goes up again with 
visibility falling to below 100 meters at several places. 
Figures released by the Central Pollution Control Board 
(CPCB) shows that the average of 15 monitoring stations 
over the past 24 hours had a score of 460 on the Air 
Quality Index (AQI), which falls in the ‘severe’ category. 
The same figure earlier was 403. The CPCB’s AQI scores for 
Noida, Ghaziabad and Gurgaon were at 492, 498 and 460 
respectively, which is also in the ‘severe’ zone. The PM2.5 
and PM10 reading of SAFAR (System of Air Quality and 
Weather Forecasting and Research) was also in the severe 
category. A decision will also be taken on the ‘odd-even’ 
car scheme, which was deferred by the Delhi Government 
after the National Green Tribunal ordered the withdrawal 
of exemptions given to women and two-wheelers under 
the scheme. The Government is expected to move the 
NGT requesting a review of its order and has said that 
if the exemptions are granted, it would consider the 
implementation of the scheme (The Hindu, 13 November 
2017).
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The intense wave activity triggered by the storm has ravaged 
large areas of the underwater ecosystem. Pictures recorded 
by Bond Ocean Safari, a Kovalam based underwater 
adventure sports group show extensive damage to the 
mussel beds that harbour the rich marine biodiversity 
of the region. The damage is so severe that it could take 
months for the ecosystem to rebuild itself, says Jackson 
Peter, Managing Partner, Bond Ocean Safari. Scuba divers 
belonging to the underwater adventure have recorded 
video images and still pictures that reveal the extent of 
the damage to the marine ecosystem at Kovalam. “Mussel 
beds play a critical role in supporting the rich underwater 
biodiversity near rocky shores,” says A. Bijukumar, Head, 
Aquatic Biology and Fisheries, University of Kerala (The 
Hindu, 7 December 2017).

A ‘piscean’ back from oblivion

A freshwater fish reported from Thrissur in the 19th 
century and believed to be extinct since then, has been 
rediscovered after more than 150 years. The significant 
finding by Mathews Plamoottil, Head, Department of 
Zoology, Government College, Chavara, Kollam has been 
published in the latest issue of the Journal of Zoological 
Researches. It was in 1865 that British Scientist Francis 
Day reported a new species from the Karavannoor River in 
Thrissur district and named it Gobius malabaricus. Since 
then, no specimen had been from anywhere in the State, 
leading Scientists to conclude that it had become extinct in 
its natural habitat. In the meantime, a taxonomic ambiguity 
led to the classification of G. malabaricus as a species 
belonging to the genus Stenogobius. “The taxonomic 
ambiguity and the absence of reliable specimens of the 
species were major hurdles to establishing the identity of 
the specimens,” says Dr. Mathews. The fish is brownish 
yellow with vertical bands on the sides and brown fins 
sporting black spots. The dorsal fin is characterized by a 
black crescent mark at the base bordered by curved black 
and white bands.

EXPERTS TALK

WWF SUBMISSION IN THE PUBLIC 
HEARING ON 3 JANUARY 2018 FOR 

THE PROPOSED IMAGE BIOMEDICAL 
WASTE TREATMENT FACILITY NEAR 

ELAVUPALAM, PALODE
IMA Goes Eco-friendly (IMAGE) is now proposing a 
Biomedical Waste Treatment Facility near Elavupalam in 
Palode with the aim of collecting biomedical waste from 5 
southern districts of Kerala on the basis that such sensitive 
wastes should not be transported beyond 200kms, 
considering the fact that the present running facility is in 
Palakkad district. We understand that IMA has brought this 

proposed land of about 6.8 acres around 10 years back and 
we assume that the attraction for buying this land in such an 
eco-sensitive location for such a sensitive waste treatment 
facility would have been the low price of the land. When 
we fully appreciate the intention of the proposed project, 
we are strongly putting up our stand that the site you have 
selected for the proposed project is very wrong.

We have read your justification through the newspapers 
that this will be a “zero emission, non-polluting project”. 
Yes, when you draw up the proposal, it will be so. But 
when you come to the running of the facility, when it 
comes to backlogs of untreated waste and related issues, 
the reality would be very harsh and the proposed site will 
not be able to accommodate such collateral damage and 
the direct and indirect impacts would be huge. The reality 
is the same for your presently running biomedical waste 
treatment facility in Palakkad also which was very much 
brought to the limelight with video clippings by mainline 
visual media.

Our team visited the site on 29 December 2017 and our 
observations are:

1. The proposed site falls in Kulathupuzha Range and   
as known to all, it is one of the highest rainfall areas 
which is not at all a desirable condition for locating 
such a sensitive waste treatment facility because of 
possible leaching and water pollution issues. This has 
not been envisaged and studied in the EIA.

2. The propose site is bordered by reserve forest, forest 
plantation and Myristica Swamps, which is very rich 
in biodiversity as of now.

3. The proposed site is a convergence area between two 
hill slopes with reserve forest on one side and forest 
plantation on the other and has water flowing into   
the Myristica Swamps lying at a lower elevation, and 
Myristica Swamps is very unique and is endemic to 
south Western Ghats.

4. With the thick mixed vegetation, the proposed site 
is a bird rich area. Please see the list of birds that we 
sighted in our 2 hour field visit. Alarmingly, it includes 
endemic species also.

5. The proposed area has thick vegetation of herbs, shrubs 
and other fruiting and flowering trees and is seen to 
have endemic butterfly species like Malabar Rose and 
Malabar Tree Nymph.

6. Presence of animals like Elephant, Sambar Deer, 
Common Palm Civet and Wild Boars were very evident 
noticed in the swamp in the form of dung, scat, 
pugmarks and footprints.

7. These Myristica Swamp are home to many animals 
including Elephants, especially during summer 
months. Increased vehicular and human disturbance 
in the area can lead to Human – Elephant Conflicts, 
one of the most common and disturbing conservation 
issues of the present day, wherever man has encroached 
into forest land which are home to wildlife. We had 
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noticed 3 places where Elephants have crossed the 
road recently.

8. The distance from the Forest Check Post to the site is 
1.9 km and the present road permits space for hardly 
a jeep. If the plant is to be installed the road has to be 
widened which needs forest clearance. As this is a non- 
forestry project, it requires clearance from MoEF&CC.

9. Presently there is a small stream cutting across the 
road and flowing into the Myristica Swamp. This water 
finally drains into Vamanapuram River. The widening 
and development of the road will ultimately lead to the 
blockage of this stream altering the total hydrology and 
biodiversity of the area.

10. This is a private land purchased by IMA from its 
owner more than 10 years back (source: from the local 
people). It was left unutilized and hence over the years 
it has developed into a very good ecologically fragile 
and biodiversity rich area. There is good opportunity 
that the land can be assumed by Kerala Forests and 
Wildlife Department under EFL Act.

Other notable issues are:

1. The EIA Consultant is Centre for Environment, Health 
and Safety, Annamalai University in Tamil Nadu 
whereas in the proposed project vicinity itself there   
is an accredited agency i.e. JNTBGRI who could have 
undertaken the EIA Consultancy Work, who knows all 
about the area with regard to its flora and fauna. Yes, 
you might argue that you have the right to decide the 
Environmental Consultant. But surprising is the fact 
that, JNTBGRI was not even consulted in the EIA work.

2. There are many discrepancies and mismatch of facts 
given in the EIA Report.

3. The ToR for the EIA work was accepted by SEAC in 
October 2017 whereas in the EIA Report it clearly 
states that the Environmental Baseline Survey was 
carried out in February to April of 2015.

4. The ToR accepted by SEAC clearly states that alternate 
sites should be considered and justification for this site 
to be selected should be clearly detailed out on various 
aspects. This has not been complied with. Only this 
one site has been considered.

5. The EIA Report states that there is an independent 
road access leading to the project site. Then they have 
also stated that IMAGE tried to obtain Right to Use 
the road from Department of Forests. This is totally 
contradictory.

6. The EIA Report does not mention about the unique 
and endemic Myristica Swamps bordering the site 
under Landuse or Biological Environment. This is 
purposefully forgotten.

7. Varayattumudi adjacent to Ponmudi Hills shelters the a 
large population of Nilgiri Tahr endemic to the Western 
Ghats and this falls within 10kms aerial distance from 
the proposed project site i.e. the impact area of the 
project as per MoEFCC guidelines.

8. The proposed site is 45 kms away from 
Thiruvananthapuram Airport. But in the EIA Report, 
it is very conveniently written as 25 kms to give the 
“Trivandrum Advantage”.

9. The EIA Report says “no human settlements” in 1 kms 
radius in Pg 5 and 5 kms radius in Pg 7.2.

 This is not true.
10. The EIA Report very clearly says that the proposed 

site is part of Western Ghats and also details on the 
peculiarity of Western Ghats with regard to its rich 
biodiversity and considered a hotspot because of high 
endemism. It also recommends that the forests of 
Western Ghats are home to many larger endemic and 
endangered mammals and they can be protected only 
with a landscape approach. But still, the consultant 
has written the proposed site as “Barren”.

11. The list of Mammals has “Water Buffalo” and “Horse” 
in the proposed site. This is very surprising. The list of 
birds is also not very different.

12. In the previous Public Hearing conducted at the 
Thiruvananthapuram District Collector’s Chamber, 
except IMA and IMAGE representatives, there were 
just 2-3 people. The LSGIs were not consulted about 
the project nor contacted during the EIA work or 
invited to the Public Hearing. Nor were there any NGO 
representatives.

If the proposed project is a “zero emission, non-polluting 
project” as claimed by IMA, then it would be rather easy for 
IMA & IMAGE to find other available vacant land, privately 
owned or available as part of established Industrial Estates 
to set up this facility.

Hence it is our recommendation that the proposed project 
be setup in some other suitable location other than in 
Elavupalam, Palode.

Renjan Mathew Varghese
(State Director, WWF-India)

KIDS’ CORNER

Identify the birds with the help of the clues given below. 
Match the names to the clues.

1. I am always brightly colored and 
I can mimic humans Owl

2. I am a powerful bird of prey having 
excellent eye sight Ostrich

3. I have the best night vision Kiwi

4. I am flightless bird, but a fast runner Woodpecker

5. I have pouched beak Eagle

6. I am the only bird in the world with 
nostrils at the end of my beak. Parrot

7. I am known for tapping on tree  
trunks to find insects living inside them Pelican
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U-»-y-q U-»-y-q F^-vþ-s-â B-`-n-a-p-J-y-¯-nÂ \-S-¯-s-¸-« G-j-y³ 
\-oÀ-]-£-n s-k³-k-k-n-s-â `-m-K-a-m-b-X-n-e-p-Å \-µ-n B-Z-y-t-a t-c-J-s¸ 
S-p-¯-p-¶-p. C-¯-c-¯-nÂ H-c-p B-t-K-m-f s-k³-k-k-n-s-â `-m-K-a-m-I-p-¶-
X-v- B-Z-y-a-m-b-n-«-m-W-v. t-I-c-f-¯-n-s-â s-X-¡³ P-n-Ã-I-f-m-b ]-¯-\-w-X-n-«-, 
s-I-m-Ã-w-, X-n-c-p-h-\-´-]-p-c-w P-n-Ã-I-f-nÂ P-\-p-h-c-n 7-, 13-, 14 Z-n-h-k-§-f-nÂ 
]-s-¦-S-p-¡-p-h-m³ k-m-[-n-¡-b-p-ï-m-b-n. ]-£-n\-n-c-o-£-W c-w-K-¯-v I-q-S-p-
XÂ {-]-m-h-o-W-y-w D-Å-h-c-p-s-S t-\-X-r-X-z-¯-nÂ {-K-q-¸-p-I-f-m-b-n X-n-c-n-ª-p 
P-n-Ã-b-p-s-S h-n-h-n-[ `-m-K-§-f-n-e-p-Å X-®-o-À¯-S-§-f-nÂ h-k-n-¡-p-¶ 
]-£-n P-m-X-n-I-s-f ]T-n-¡-p-h-m-\-p-w F-®-s-¸-S-p-¯-p-h-m-\-p-w kÀ-t-h-b-n-e-q-s-S 
I-g-n-ª-p. ]-£-n \-n-c-o-£-Wc-w-K-¯-v X-p-S-¡-¡-m-c-\-m-b F-\-n-¡-v Cu 
kÀ-t-h-b-n-e-q-s-S H-c-p ]-p-X-n-b h-o-£-W t-I-m-W-nÂ I-q-S-n I-m-W-p-h-m³ 
I-g-n-ª-p. H-c-p F-®-s-¸-S-p-¯-e-n-\-p ]-p-d-s-a X-®-o-À¯-S-s-a-¶ B-h-m-
k h-y-h-Ø-b-p-s-S {-]-m-[-m-\-y-h-p-w A-X-n-s-\ N-p-ä-n-]-ä-n D-]-P-o-h-n-¡-p-¶ 
]-£-n P-m-X-n-I-s-f-b-p-w P-´-p-h-ÀK-§-s-f-b-p-w A-S-p-¯-d-n-b-p-h-m³ k-m-
[-n-¨-p. ]-¯-\-w-X-n-«-b-nÂ ]-´-f-w `-m-K-¯-p I-c-n-§-m-e-nÂ ]-p-©-b-n-e-m-
W-v s-k³-k-k-n-s-â `-m-K-a-m-I-p-h-m³ k-m-[-n-¨-X-v. s-bÂ-t-e-m h-m-ä-nÂ-U-v 
e-m-]-z-n-M-v, KÀ-K-m-s-\-b-v-, t-¥-m-k-n s-F-_-n-k-v, I-j-ï-n X-e-b³, A-c-n-
h-mÄ s-I-m-¡³ X-p-S-§-n h-n-h-n-[ P-m-X-n ]-£-n-I-s-f {-i-o. t-K-m-h-n-µ-v P-n 
b-p-s-S t-\-X-r-X-z-¯-nÂ I-m-W-p-h-m³ k-m-[-n-¨-p. a-m-c-m-a¬ a-mÀ-t-¯-m-a-m 
d-n-{-S-o-S-v s-kâ-d-nÂ s-h-¨-v X-t-e-Z-n-h-k-w s-k³-k-k-n-s-â a-p-t-¶-m-S-n-b-m-b-n 
\-S-¯-s-¸-« ¢-m-k-p-w G-s-d {-]-t-b-m-P-\-s-¸-«-p. P-\-p-h-c-n 13\-v s-I-m-Ã-w 
I-ï-¨-n-d X-®-o-À¯S-¯-n-e-m-W-v A-h-k-c-w e-`-n-¨-X-v. A-ã-a-p-S-n¡-m-b-e-n-
s-â h-r-ã-n {-]-t-Z-i-a-m-b Cu Ø-e-¯-p \-oÀ-]-£-n-I-f-p-s-S F-®-¯-nÂ 
K-W-y-a-m-b I-p-d-h-v X-s-¶ I-m-W-s-¸-«-p. C-X-n-\-p-w a-p³-]-v Cu Ø-e-a-pÄ-
s-¸-S-p-¶ {-]-t-Z-i-§-f-nÂ G-j-y³ \-oÀ-]-£-n s-k³-k-k-n-s-â `-m-K-a-m-
b-n-c-p-¶ {-i-o. I-n-c¬ I-c-I-p-f-¯-n-s-â t-\-X-r-X-z-¯-nÂ B-W-v A-h-n-s-S 
]-£-n \-n-c-o-£-W-¯-n-s-â ̀ -m-K-a-m-b-X-v. Cu Ø-e-¯-v d-n-t-k-mÀ-«-p-I-f-p-w 
]-mÀ-¸-n-S k-a-p-¨-b-§-f-p-w a-p-¼-t-¯-X-n-t-\-¡-mÄ I-q-S-n-b-X-m-h-m-w kÀ-
t-h-b-nÂ e-`-n-¨ ]-£-n-I-f-p-s-S F-®-¯-nÂ I-ï K-W-y-a-m-b I-p-d-h-v. 
Cu {-]-t-Z-i-¯-n-s-â {-]-m-[-m-\-y-w a-\-k-n-e-m-¡-n I-q-S-p-XÂ k-w-c-£-W 
D-Z-y-a-§Ä X-p-S-t-§-ï-X-v A-[-n-I-m-c-n-I-f-p-s-S {-i-²-b-nÂ s-]-S-p-t-¯-ï-n-
b-n-c-n-¡-p-¶-p. ]-n-t-äZ-n-h-k-w P-\-p-h-c-n 14þ\-p X-n-c-p-h-\-´-]-p-c-w P-n-Ã-b-n-s-e 
s-h-Å-m-b-W-n, ]-p-©-¡-c-n c-ï-m-w{-K-q-¸-n-s-â `-m-K-a-m-b-n. {-i-o. k-p-P-n-X-v 
h-n. t-K-m-]-m-e-s-â t-\-X-r-X-z-¯-nÂ c-m-h-n-s-e G-g-p a-p-XÂ ]-X-n-s-\-m-¶-p 
a-W-n h-s-c-b-p-Å k-a-b-¯-p ]-£-n \-n-c-o-£-W-w \-S-¯-p-h-m³ k-m-[-n-
¨-p. s-h-Å-m-b-W-n R-§Ä-¡-m-b-n H-c-p-¡-n s-h-¨-X-v H-c-p "]-£-n I-e-h-
d-' X-s-¶-b-m-b-n-c-p-¶-p, X-p-S-¡-¡-m-c-\-m-b F-\-n-¡-v I-q-S-p-XÂ ]-p-X-n-b 
]-£-n-I-s-f I-m-W-p-h-m-\-p-w ]T-n-¡-p-h-m-\-p-w I-g-n-ª-p. D-g-p-X-p-a-d-n-¨-n-«-n-
c-n-¡-p-¶ ]-m-S-§-f-nÂ hÀ-W-s-¡-m-¡-p, I-\-y-m-k-v-{-X-o-s-I-m-¡-v-, t-I-m-a¬ 
k-v-s-s-\-]-v-, t-Z-i-m-S-I-\-m-b s-bÂ-t-e-m h-m-K-vs-s-SÂ, a-b-nÂ, t-I-m-g-n X-p-S-
§-n-b h-n-h-n-[ P-m-X-n ]-£-n-I-s-f I-m-W-p-h-m³ k-m-[-n-¨-p. I-m-e-m-h-Ø 
h-y-X-n-b-m-\-a-m-W-v \-½-p-s-S \-m-«-nÂ k-p-]-c-n-N-n-X-a-Ã-m-¯ hÀ-W-s-I-m-¡-n-
s-\ F-¯-n-¨-X-v F-¶-X-v B-i-¦ D-f-h-m-¡-p-¶-X-m-W-v. I-r-j-n-¡-v t-Z-m-j-w 
s-N-¿-p-¶ a-b-nÂ, t-I-m-g-n-I-s-f H-m-S-n-¡-p-h-m³ ]-S-¡-w s-]-m-«-n-¡-p-¶-X-v 
t-]-m-s-e-b-p-Å I-m-c-y-§Ä t-\-c-n-«-v I-ï-p, C-¯-c-w {-]-hÀ-¯-n-IÄ h-g-n 
e-£-y-¯-n-\-p h-n-]-c-o-X-a-m-b-n {-]-t-Z-i-¯-p A-`-b-mÀ-Y-n-I-f-m-b-n h-c-p-¶ 
]-£-n-IÄ-¡-v t-Z-m-j-I-c-a-m-b-n `-h-n-t-¨-¡-m-w. F-Ã-m P-n-Ã-I-f-n-s-e-b-p-w h-n-
h-n-[ X-®-o-À¯-S-§-f-nÂ \-n-¶-p-Å ]-£-n P-m-X-n-I-f-p-s-S F-®-w t-{-I-m-
U-o-I-c-n-¨-p B-t-K-m-f U-m-ä-m-t-_-k-n-t-e-¡-p h-n-h-c-§Ä \Â-I-p-¶-X-p-w 
]-£-n \-o-c-o-£-W-¯-n-\-p t-i-j-a-p-Å A-d-n-h-v ]-¦-p-s-h-¡-e-p-w a-ä-p-w 
\-h-y-m-\-p-`-h-§-f-m-W-v. Cu D-Z-y-a-§Ä-¡-p t-\-X-r-X-z-w \Â-I-n-b U-»-y-q 
U-»-y-q F^-vþs-\ Ç-m-L-n-¡-p-¶-p. C-¯-c-w ]T-\ ]-m-c-n-Ø-n-X-n-I {-]-hÀ-
¯-\-§-f-nÂ F-¶-mÂ I-g-n-b-p-wh-n-[-w ]-¦-m-f-n B-I-p-h-m³ ]-c-n-{-i-a-n-¡-p-w.

\ho³ ]n. amXyp

SPECIES OF THE ISSUE

A-c-n-¸-q-s-¨-S-n 
(Lantana camera-)

tI-c-f-¯-nÂ C-h I-m-W-m-¯-hÀ N-p-c-p-¡w. ]-e-X-c-¯-n-e-p-Å 
C-u s-N-S-n-b-p-s-S hÀ-® h-n-k-v-a-b-w B-s-c-b-p-w B-IÀ-j-n-

¡-p-w. i-e-`-§Ä ]-d-¶-p I-f-n-¡-m-¯ A-c-n-¸-q-s-¨-S-n D-ï-m-I-m-\-n-S-b-n-Ã. 
GItZ-i-w c-ï-p a-o-ä-t-d-m-f-w h-f-c-p-¶ C-h-b-p-s-S k-z-t-Z-i-w t-{-S-m-¸-n-¡Â 
A-t-a-c-n-¡-b-m-W-v. I-S-p-w ]-¨ \-n-d-a-p-Å C-u s-N-S-n-b-p-s-S C-e A-ä-w 
I-qÀ-¯-v H-m-hÂ B-I-r-X-n-b-m-W-p-Å-X-v. C-X-n-s-â D-c-p-ï I-m-b-v-¡-p ]-¨ 
\-n-d-¯-nÂ X-p-S-§-n ]-g-p-¡-p-t-¼-mÄ ]À-¸-nÄ \-n-d-a-m-W-v.

A-c-n-¸-q-s-¨-S-n F-¶ t-]-c-n-\-p ]-p-d-s-a s-I-m-§-W-n F-¶ \-m-a-¯-n-e-p-w 
A-d-n-b-s-¸-S-p-¶ C-h I-m³-kÀ-, N-n-¡³-t-]-m-I-v-k-v-, B-k-v-a a-p-X-e-m-b 
t-c-m-K-§Ä-¡-p t-h-ï-n-b-p-Å ]-¨-a-c-p-¶-n-\-p D-]-t-b-m-K-n-¡-m-d-p-ï-s-{-X-! 
s-N-d-p a-p-Å-p-IÄ \-n-d-ª C-u s-N-S-n-IÄ s-s-P-h-t-h-e-n-IÄ \-nÀ-½-n-¡-p-
¶-X-n-\-m-b-n D-]-t-b-m-K-n-¨-v h-c-p-¶-p. N-n-e h-n-t-Z-i c-m-P-y-§-f-nÂ A-c-n-¸-q-
s-¨-S-n-b-p-s-S _-e-a-p-Å I-¼-p-IÄ-s-I-m-ï-v I-q-S-I-f-p-w-, B-`-c-W§-f-p-w 
D-ï-m-¡-n-t-¸-m-c-p-¶-p. C-¯-c-¯-nÂ ]-e {-]-t-X-y-I-X-IÄ \-n-d-ª C-u 
s-N-S-n-¡-v N-n-e K-p-c-p-X-c t-Z-m-j-§-f-p-a-p-ï-v.

c-ï-m-w t-e-m-I-a-l-m-b-p-²-¯-nÂ A-c-n-¸-q-s-¨-S-n-I-s-f b-p-²-h-n-a-m-\-§Ä 
C-d-¡-p-h-m-\-p-Å d¬-t-h \-nÀ-½-m-W-¯-n-\-m-b-n D-]-t-b-m-K-n-¨-n-«-p-ï-s-{-X-! 
19-þmw \-q-ä-m-ï-n-s-â X-p-S-¡-¯-nÂ C-´-y A-S-¡-a-p-Å c-m-P-y-§-f-n-s-e 
t-X-m-«-§Ä A-e-¦-c-n-¡-p-¶-X-n-\-m-b-n \-«-p-h-fÀ-¯-n-b C-h ]-n-¶-o-S-t-§-m-
«-v A-[-n-\-n-t-h-i hÀ-¤-a-m-b-n ]-S-c-p-I-b-m-b-n-c-p-¶-p. a-p-Å-p-IÄ \-n-d-ª 
s-N-d-p I-p-ä-n-¡-m-S-m-b-n ]-SÀ-¶-p h-f-c-p-¶ C-h X-t-±-i C-\-w s-N-S-n-I-s-f 
h-f-c-m³ A-\-p-h-Z-n-¡-n-Ã. C-¯-c-w s-N-S-n-IÄ invasive alien species 
F-¶-v h-n-f-n-¨-p-t-]-m-c-p-¶-p. A-§-s-\ ]-SÀ-¶-p ]-´-e-n-¡-p-¶ C-h s-s-P-h 
s-s-h-h-n-[-y-s-¯ K-W-y-a-m-b-n I-p-d-b-v-¡-p-¶-p. t-h-\Â-¡-m-e-¯-v I-m-S-p-I-f-nÂ 
I-m-«-p-X-o ]-SÀ-¯-p-¶-X-n-e-p-w A-c-n-¸-q-s-¨-S-n {-]-[-m-\ ]-¦-p-h-l-n-¡-p-¶-p-ï-v. 
C-uÀ-¸-w \-t-¶ I-p-d-ª-b-n-S-§-f-nÂ t-]-m-e-p-w X-g-¨-p-h-f-c-p-¶ s-I-m-§-n-
W-n \-½-p-s-S \-n-X-y-l-c-n-X-h-\-§-f-nÂ h-f-c-p-¶-X-v h-f-s-c B-i-¦-m-P-\-
I-a-m-s-b-m-c-p h-k-v-X-p-X-b-m-W-v. {-]-[-m-\-a-m-b-p-w ]-£-n-IÄ a-p-J-m-´-c-a-m-W-v 
]-SÀ-¶-p ]-´-e-n-¡-p-¶-X-v. C-X-n-s-â I-m-b-v-IÄ `-£-n-¡-p-¶ ]-£-n-IÄ 
h-n-¯-v h-n-X-c-W-w t-{-]-m-Õ-m-l-n-¸-n-¡-p-¶-X-n-\-mÂ A-c-n-¸-q-s-¨-S-n A-X-n-
t-h-K-w h-y-m-]-n-¨-p-s-I-m-ï-n-c-n-¡-p-I-b-m-W-v.

]mÀÆXn F.Fkv.
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Teacher Trainer also. The afternoon session was an activity 
session in which the Teacher Trainees were divided into 
5 groups and they were asked to have a group discussion 
and present their findings in the form of mini drama, skit, 
song, story etc.

Talk at Govt. Engineering College as part of GIS Day

The State Director delivered a talk at Govt. Engineering 
College on the Basics of Geoinformation Technology 
and its Applications in Natural Resource Management 
with case studies from WWF work from the various 

landscapes as shared by IGCMC on 15th November. 
After the presentation, there was a long session of informal 
interaction with the student participants by clarifying their 
doubts and also discussing on possible future associations 
in our projects and programmes through internships and 
volunteering. The day’s event was organized by Kerala GIS 
Community.

Talk at National Seminar on Biodiversity  
Conservation at University College

The Department of Zoology, University College, 
Thiruvananthapuram organized a two-days National 
Conference on Biodiversity Conservation. The State 
Director was invited for a talk on 16th November and the 
title of the talk was “Biodiversity Conservation – If Not 
You, Who? If Not Now, When?”

State level launch of OPA

TThe State-level launch of One Planet Academy (OPA) was 
held at Museum Auditorium, Thiruvananthapuram on 3rd 
November which was attended by 62 students from 12 
schools of the City.

Sri. Anvar Sadath, Director, IT@School of Govt. of Kerala 
delivered the inaugural address and launched the website. 
Sri. Renjan Mathew Varghese, State Director introduced the 
concept of OPA. Sri.K.Gangadharan, Director of Museums 
& Zoos mentioned that the topics included in the portal 
was highly relevant. The students also took a pledge to 
save their natural resources and Mother Earth. The Green 
Action Plan, the most important component for schools 
under this platform was briefed by Mr. A.K.Sivakumar, 
Senior Education Officer for WWF-India. Then the students 
explored the portal through the laptops attached with LED 
screens arranged for this purpose.

Workshop on Environment Education at  
Velimanam St. Sebastian’s HSS, Kannur

Kerala State Office and St. Sebastian’s HSS, Velimanam, 
Kannur conducted a single day workshop on Environment 
Education along with a cleanup drive on the next day at 
the school. The workshop was inaugurated by Adv. Sunny 
Joseph, MLA. A session on Environment Education - 
Present Trends and Challenges was led by Senior Education 
Officer in the forenoon session followed by a session on 
Stress Management by Dr. Rosa M.C. of the school who is a 
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day morning. The State Director addressed the gathering 
of students and teachers in the launch event. Mr. Murukan 
Pareparambil, one of our active volunteer did all the ground 
work preparations for the events.

Animal Welfare Mela

The conclusion of  the  Humane  Education  Programme 
of Animal Welfare Board of India organized by CPREEC, 
Chennai, Sarva Shiksa Abhiyan and WWF in Kerala was 
carried out by organizing the Animal Welfare Mela at the 
Museum & Zoo Auditorium, Thrissur. Students and their 
Teachers from 32 schools participated in the day’s event 
with a total participation of around 160. Story-writing, 
Poster design and Quiz competitions were organized at the 
school level and the winners from these three competitions 
attended the programme. Inter-school quiz was also 
conducted at the venue. The day’s event had the formal 
inaugural session in the forenoon, followed by storytelling, 
lunch and the inter-school quiz. The prizes for all the 
competitions were distributed in the event by the guests. 
The Inter-School Quiz was mastered by the State Director. 

Energy Conservation Rallies 

Energy Conservation Rallies were conducted with college 
students in three legislative assemblies at Shoranur, 
Pattambi and Thrithala by WWF-India, Kerala State Office 
from 12th to 14th of December. Unlike previous year’s 
approach of using cardboard placards for writing captions, 
we adopted an innovative approach in developing unique 
placards with different shapes and designs and attractive 
captions. The participants were properly oriented in 
advance with two technical sessions on ‘Ecological 
Footprint’ and ‘Domestic Energy Conservation’ so that 
they could be exposed to the concepts and come out with 
relevant and catchy captions for the placards. We also 

Nature Orientation Camp in Silent Valley National Park

Kerala State Office conducted a Nature Orientation 
Camp in Silent Valley National Park from 17th to 19th of 
November 2017. Ten nature enthusiasts, a Volunteer and 
Senior Education Officer participated in the camp.

Tree Walk at Thrissur

Tree Walk is a very relevant and successful programme 
in Thiruvananthapuram helping to monitor and study 
the tree population of the City. WWF-India, Kerala State 
Office has a very good volunteer network in Thrissur 
district developed over the years with the lead being taken 
by Mr. Jain Therattil, Assistant Professor at St. Aloysius 
College. Based on the decision to initiate Tree Walk in 
Thrissur, we arranged all the logistical and technical 
support and they took up the event as their own. Dr. Joby 
Paulose from Dept. of Botany, St. Thomas College took up 
the responsibility of organizing the Orientation Session in 
the College Auditorium itself and the field-level launch 
of the programme at Swaraj Round. Other volunteers 
and student volunteers from College of Diary Science & 
Technology became part of the two-days programme, both 
for the launch and the field level Tree Walk on the next 
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adopted two novel approaches contributed by the student 
participants themselves, “A placard for my friend” and “A 
selfie with our placards”. In the former, a student makes 
two placards, one for himself/ herself and another for his/
her friend. 

Thiruvananthapuram Bird Race

The Thiruvananthapuram Bird Race 2017, organized by 
WWF-India with the support of Social Forestry Division 
of Kerala Forests and Wildlife Department on the second 
saturday of the month i.e. 9th December, came up with the 
sighting and listing of 147 species of birds including few 
rare ones like Grey necked Bunting, Greater spotted Eagle, 
Eurasian Cuckoo and Lesser Sandplover. The list includes 
25 migratory ones also which includes the Painted Stork, 
Eurasian Golden Oriole, Asian Paradise Fly-catcher and 
many others. The participants were divided into seven 
teams to cover the pre-identified bird rich areas in and 
around Thiruvananthapuram. The observations from 
the seven sites include Kallar - Ponmudi Forests with 77 
species, Arippa with 68, Bonaccord with 55, Akkulam - Veli 
with 25, Aruvikkara - Nedumangad with 53, Punchakkari 
with 56 and the City Team with 51 species of birds. Grey 
necked Bunting sighted at Punchakkari was the most 
important sighting of the day followed by Greater spotted 
Eagle from the same site. Totally 42 volunteers participated 
in the day’s event and the teams were led by Sri. Jaichand 
Johnson,Kiran RC, Anoop SS, Dr.Jishnu.R, Venu.P, CG. 
Arun and A.K.Sivakumar.

Athirappilly loses a fighter

Eminent Environmental Scientist and Leader of the Anti- 
Athirappilly project agitation A. Latha (Latha Anantha) 
passed away at her residence at Ollur. She was 51. Latha 
was battling against cancer for some time. The Founder 
Director of the Chalakudy River Research Centre, Latha’s 
life had been a crusade against the proposed Athirappilly 
hydroelectric power project for more than 25 years. An 
active member of the Chalakudy River Protection Forum, 
her participation was crucial in the conservation efforts 
of the Chalakudy River and in the legal battle against the 
Athirappilly project (The Hindu, 17 November 2017).

World of Entomology mourns

Eminent naturalist 
and entomologist CG 
Kiran passed away on 
Monday. He was 40. 
Kiran was a researcher 
specialised in the 
study of dragonflies 
and damselflies. He 
is the son of CS Gopi 
and KG Girija. He has 

penned the book ‘Keralathile Thumbikkal’. ‘Ponmudi 
Nizhal Thumbi’, a species was discovered by him. Kiran is 
survived by wife Nithya and son Adithya.

TEARFUL ADIEU...


